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1/ Various russian Telegram channels share a video that
allegedly shows Ukrainians stopping a car with a woman and a
child (the child is not seen), engaging in a verbal alteration, and
then shooting at the car. This looks like a staged video, for the
following reasons:
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2/ The location where the video was filmed has reportedly been identified by the Telegram

channel "Moscow Calling" as 47.9769473, 37.9534718. Source:

Moscow calling
Идёшь в разведку - гляди на ветки. Народная мудрость времён Финской
войны. Наш подписчик из Донецка (дичайший респект ему) не поленился и
подорвался на поворот с окружной (47.9769473, 37.9534718), г…

https://t.me/m0sc0wcalling/21934

3/ The identified location, 47.9769473, 37.9534718, is situated deep within the occupied

territory of Donetsk, as can be seen on the DeepState map.
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4/ The soldiers in the video are wearing yellow armbands, which is an uncommon practice

among Ukrainian soldiers who currently wear green armbands. This raises suspicions about

the authenticity of the soldiers depicted in the video.

5/ The fact that the woman was driving with a dashcam is another cause for suspicion. It is

illegal to film the movement of Ukrainian troops, and one would not be able to pass a

checkpoint with a dashcam. Thus, the presence of a dashcam raises huge questions

6/ The car depicted in the video appears to be very clean, which is an unlikely condition for a

vehicle traveling in a war zone. This gives the impression that the car was recently washed

for the purpose of filming the video.

7/ The soldiers in the video appear to assault the woman because she speaks Russian, which

is a trope that is often utilized in propaganda. The portrayal of the soldiers as two masked

Ukrainian nationalists stopping a car with a woman and a child and then

8/ abusing them because they speak russian appears to be a manufactured narrative from

russian propaganda playbook. Additionally, the woman's name appears to have a Muslim

origin, which aligns with recent fake propaganda videos circulated by Russians,

9/ showing fake Ukrainian soldiers burning the Quran. It is worth noting that the location of

the incident is deliberately obscure, making it difficult to determine where it took place.

Additionally, all soldiers are conveniently wearing masks, obscuring their identity
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10/ Furthermore, there is additional evidence suggesting that the video is staged. However, I

will withhold further analysis until it is completed. The full video can be accessed via this

link:

Readovka
«Мразота, документы давай» — боевик ВСУ остановил машину с матерью и
ребенком за «нарушение ПДД», а потом за разговор на русском языке
обстрелял автомобиль На видео, заснятом в прифронтовой зоне, бо…

https://t.me/readovkanews/55570

Additional: As the user @MrClarkyofAxel pointed out, the cross on back of the car is not a

regular one, which is used by Ukrainian troops, but stylized Balkenkreuz, that resembled

German troops during WW-2 period. Another clear indications of a staged propaganda

piece.

Further analysis by @EjShahid provides independent confirmation of the location
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• • •

The story takes an unexpected turn. Russian famous telegram channel, with over 300,000

subscribers, has admitted that the video is fake:  

"The video is fake, our crooked exercise. In conducting such information operations, there is

still much for us to learn and improve upon."
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